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ABSTRACT 

The results of the SLD test beam program lor the eelec-
tion of a calorimeter radiator composition within a liquid argon 
eyelem an described, with emphaiia on the study of the u » of 
uranium to obtain equalisation of pion and electron responses. 

1, Introduction 

Thii paper dUeuuca the rceulta of the calorimeter ta t 
program conducted by the SLD group from May 1BB3 to May 
1985. Thee* tests investigated the SLD deaign concept which 
employ* fine sampling electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
tiy inaide the magnet coil to measure most of the longitudinal 
development of hedron showers, while using coiner ealorlmetry 
outside the coll to measure the tall of these showers. Figure 1 
shows the SLD detector.' The calorimeter consists afa&BS inter
action length, A, thick (at BO" to the beam) liquid argon-lead 
calorimeter (LAC) inetd* the coil followed by a B A warm Iron-
FrasceM Plastie Tube* calorimeter (WlC) outside. 

The LAO Is constructed in tower geometry with the towers 
having constant projected length as seen bom the.interaction 
point. At BO* to the beam, the tower else Is SB inraif uv the 
polar angle sad S3 a n d in tire azimothai eagle, yielding IB2 
t o w n to this angle.' . . ,"-

Those test beam stadlee were ahn intended to ghre a b u b 
tor onoeistanolbgtliecooaBsatloii properties of unsiau4ioatd 
aigonasnpc4l«4byF*^jaae<a(. ,DilierentradiatonweRnBed 
determine whether the eqoaBsatioii of sr and s responses wen 
due to suppression of the ( response (sampBng inefficiency) or 
enhancement of the * reeponse (fission compensation). This 
could be determined by comparing the responses of els and »'s 
ton's. 
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- a. Teet Beam 'and Prototype). Layout 

The test beam provided r'e, *'s, and si's with momenta 
bom 2A-11 OeV/c from SLAC Beamline 20/31. The beam had a 
momentum resolution of about %% and aSOOUlseof about I cm. 
Them's and p*s were discriminated from e's by a gas threshold 
Cerenkov•counter. A trigger eclntttlalor andPb-sclntHlatiirveto 
counter package defined a 7.S cm aquare Bols.br the beam in
cident on the LAC. The pulse height oa lbs trigger counter was 
used to reject multiparttcle events and the veto counter package 
was used to reject halo particles and also any t's accompanying 
the beam particle. 
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Four prototype stack* were tested: 
t U-Fe radiator, G10 readout (U-Fe-GlO), 
i Pb radiator, G10 readout (Pb-GlO), 
• U radiator, V tile readout (U-U), and 
* U radiator, Pb tile readout (U-Pb). 
These were all arranged into four ganged segments in 

depth. The trsnsverss tower slses were G: 6 cm', growing slowly 
projeetlvely in depth in the Git) stacks; 12x12 cm 1 in the 
U-U stack and 6x6 cm* (EM) and 12x12 cm* (hadronic) in the 
U-Pb stack. Dower capacitances ranged from 0.3 to 2.5 nF, The 
layouts are described in Table 1. The total thickness amounted 
to between 2.6 and 3.1 A and the electromagnetic sections were 
from 16-30 Xa. Figure 2 illustrates the beamtine layout. 

For the G10 devices, the W10 following the LAC was a 5 A 
warm Iron-gas proportional tube 4 Calorimeter arranged in tower 
geometry, while for the U-U and U-Pb devices, the proportional 
tubes were replaced by Frascati Plastic Tab*".1 

The charge from each tower was put through a low noue 
amplifier based on the Toshiba 2SK147 FET. In the Gio read
out devices, the G10 pad* were kept at negative high voltage 
and blocking capacitors were used to provide isolation for the 
preamps; otherwise, the tile* were kept at virtual ground and 
no blocking capacitors ware used. The preamp output went to a. 
sample and hold module (SBAM)' which held the peak output of 
the integrating preampa. This result was digitised by a BADC* 
and recorded by a VAX 750 computer. 

S. Results 

To Illustrate the data, the response to p's, it's and e's 
in the U-U stack are shown is Figure 3(a)-(c). The n peak is 
reasonably well separated from pedestal. 

The it response was used to provide a consistent method 
of weighting the layers far comparison of the four stacks. The 
fi calibration scheme accounts for any systematic effects having 
to do with the collection of charge such as argon impurity and 
integration times. 

A simple cluster algorithm was used to reduce the num
ber of channels Included in the energy sums; a template or fixed 
site around the peak energy tower was summed. This was more 
important for the uranium sticks and resulted in equivalent en
ergy noise of (0.03, 0.03, 0.10, 0.04) GeV/c in the EM section 
and (0.19, 0.16, 0.35, 0.24) GeV/c in the hadronk section far 
the (U-Fe-GlO, Pb, U-U, U-Ph) stacks respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Test Beam Line and Prototype Layout. The test 
beam configuration: the beam is defined by SE and the veto 
counter package. 

Table 1. Layout of LAC Prototypes 

Device U-Fe-GlO Pb tMJ U-Pb 

EXp-EM 16 16 30 26 
E A - total 2.6 2.8 3.1 2.T 
Radiator - EM (mm) SFe, 1.6 U 3 1.6 1.6 
Readout - EM (mm) 1.6 1.6 1.6 2 
Argon Gap - EM (nun) 4.6 2.4 4.4 3 
Radiator - Hadron (mm) 12 F«, 3.2 U 12 4.8 6.4 
Readout - Hadron (mm) 1.6 1.6 7 7 
Argon Gap - Hadron (nun) 2.4 2.4 2.7 • * 
% A of Uranium 35 0 BO 65 

The results of this analysis are given in Table 2 for all four 
prototypes at 5.5 and II GeV/c incident momenta. The Table 
shows the relative response of IT'S and e's to it's. Typical errors 
on e/E are about ±0.01, ±0.05 on e/ji and xjn and ±0.10 on 

It can be aeen that both the tr/n and e/ji responses have 
been significantly reduced from unity. Within e m i, the t and 
tr • •spouses are linen as functions of energy ana the tjt ra
tio remains unchanged in all eases. In addition, the hadronic 

for all four devices ranges from 18-21% at 11 GeV/c. 
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Fig. 3 . . Response to c's, ir'n and u's in the U-U stack 



Tabic 2. Results from Prototypes 

Device (GeV) E. 
IT 

ft E. 
e e 

it 

U-Fc-GlO 5.5 0.29 0.S7 0.05 0.70 1.23 
11 0.18 0.56 0.04 0.69 1.23 

Pb S.5 0.30 0.40 0.06 0.54 1.35 
11 0.19 0.43 0.04 0.54 1.24 

U-U 5.5 0.2E 0.-'5 0.06 0.52 1.16 
11 0.18 0.43 0.03 0.51 1.19 

U-Pb 5.5 0.29 0.44 0.06 0.57 1.29 
11 0.21 0.46 0.04 0.56 1.22 

4 . Jonelmloni 
Similar resolutions and e/ir ratios can be obtained in P b -

ond U—liquid argon calorimeters. The SLD configuration of a 
U-liquid argon calorimeter followed by a WIC does not achieve 
the resolution of U-scintillator calorimeters.* This is thought to 
be caused by relatively smaller amount of fission compensation, 
presumably because the liquid argon does not efficiently detect 

neutrons as compared with hydrogenous material. There is no 
evidence for an enhancement of the pion response from the Pb 
stack to tilt U-U stack, supporting this presumption. Equal
isation of e and r response appears to be due to greater sup
pression of the electron than pion signals, This is thought to be 
due to sampling inefficiency in which low energy electrons attain 
greater path lengths in the high-Z material from multiple scat
tering than seen in the liquid argon. The ionization sampled in 
the argon is then not simply related to that in the radiator by 
dE/dx loss in the two materials. 
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